Prerequisites for booking and boarding of UNHAS YEMEN flight.
requirement/arrangement on COVID19 PCR Test. updated (22-April 2021)

Due to serious situation recently experienced, combined with the spike in cases as recent apparent “3rd wave” seen in many countries around the world and in consultation with the RC/HC, the following measures will be implemented by UNHAS-Yemen on all flights in and out of Yemen through Sana’a and Aden. These measures equally apply to domestic flights within Yemen

1. Effective 09-November 2020, all passengers traveling with UNHAS-Yemen will be requested to provide a negative PCR COVID-19 certificate (valid within 72 hours from time test sample is taken) at time of check-in. Passengers without a valid PCR will not be allowed on board UNHAS-Yemen aircraft. Should a passenger be denied boarding due to lack of a valid COVID19 test results, UNHAS Yemen will process such case as “no-show” passenger including relative penalty charges that may apply.

2. A passenger with a covid-19 inoculate certificate that is demonstrable through a barcode, does not need a PCR test to travel on UNHAS Yemen Flights. Passengers are to bear in mind that commercial air carriers and individual sovereign countries may still require negative COVID19 PCR tests.

While information provided hereafter does not engage UNHAS-Yemen, we understand PCR tests can be obtained as follows in addition to numerous options available where colleagues originate travel from outside Yemen:
Passengers in transit using Ethiopia Airlines Skylight hotel or any other hotel in Addis Ababa endorsed by pertinent authorities for self-isolation/quarantine, can request a PCR test done at time of check in at the hotel. However, the requester/passenger should include the test requirement in the room booking.
Perception is that the result of the test can be obtained within 6 to 12 hrs of test/sample taken. The relevant charges for the test are at requester’s responsibility.

A passenger enduring lengthy travel to reach either Ethiopia or Jordan arriving for UNHAS YEM check in can seek an exemption from the 72-hour rule by contacting UNHAS YEM Management. Examples would be travellers from South East Asia, Australia, North and South American continents.